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Word gets around fast in Eclipse Bay. Nick Harte should knowâ€•his family's legendary feud with the

Madisons fueled the local gossip mill for years before finally cooling off. But people are still

talkingâ€•and rumor has it Nick's involved with someone new....Art gallery owner Octavia Brightwell

doesn't take chancesâ€•especially on handsome, charming men. But that's only part of the reason

why she turned Nick down six times beforeâ€•finallyâ€•agreeing to a date. Octavia's related to the

woman who sparked the long-time family feudâ€•and fears that falling hard for Nick would only ignite

the flames again. Octavia knows her family's past is best kept hidden. But her secret isn't safe in

Eclipse Bayâ€•and neither is her heart....
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With "Summer in Eclipse Bay," JAK takes us back to the remote coastal town one last time,

concluding the trilogy with a fizzle rather than a bang. This time we follow the escapades of Nick

"Heartless Harte" Harte, a father who's been burned in marriage once, and Octavia Brightwell, the

redheaded "fairy of Eclipse Bay" who has returned to repair the damages caused by her great aunt,

only to find the divide repaired on its own. Deciding that she is not needed, Octavia vows to leave

Eclipse Bay at the end of the summer, but Nick Harte has other ideas.The attraction is

instantaneous, and though Octavia is hesistant to commit to any sort of relationship in her

free-floating status, Nick eventually wears her down and the romance proceeds from there, aided by

the mystery of a painting stolen from Octavia's gallery.The romance element is enjoyable but not



exceptional: Nick and Octavia are a pleasant couple that is driven more by chemistry and timing

than complimentary personalities, and the plot relies more on romantic cliches than its

predacessors. Ideas like "the talk" (of non-commitment) and the "curse" that prevents the hero from

staying overnight weigh the plot down, and heavy handed pasts do little to lighten the mood.So the

novel's bouyancy is left to the mystery plot, which carries it nicely. Nick's career as a mystery writer

leads to a sleuthing job that draws him head first into trouble and excitement, providing the energy

that keeps the pages turning, while Octavia's dealings with the gossip circles in town provide many

opportunities to laugh aloud. Rafe and Hannah from the first book return with a renewed vigor, but

Gabe and Lillian from the second are noticeably absent.
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